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The overall system efficiency of a microturbine generator 
system, and hence the economic viability, are greatly enhanced 
through co-generation. The utilization of the exhaust energy for 
heating needs is well understood and has been extensively 
implemented. Potentially more desirable but having found far 
less implementation is the integration of microturbines with 
absorption chillers to generate cold water. Long recognized as a 
tremendous opportunity in HVAC systems, the integration of a 
microturbine with an absorption chiller is complicated by the 
relatively low quality and quantity of heat available from the 
traditionally recuperated microturbine system.  
 
This paper address the design process and the issues 
encountered in developing a 160 ton absorption chiller system 
integrated with an array of eight, 60-kW Capstone 
microturbines. The designed system is not a pre-packaged 
turbine/chiller system but rather a system that integrates a mix 
of existing and new microturbines with a commercial gas-to-
liquid heat exchanger and a commercial single effect Li-Br 
absorption chiller. The goal of the effort is demonstrate a cost 
effective retrofit installation of an absorption chiller with 
existing microturbines to effectively provide base load chilling 
for the building’s HVAC needs.  
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Cap Factor - Capacity Factor - Actual energy generated / 
maximum energy generation possible 
COP - Coefficient of Performance = energy transferred / 
energy consumed to effect the transfer 
Eff – overall thermal efficiency 
EMWD = Eastern Municipal Water District 
HVAC – Heating, ventilation, air conditioning 
MMBtu - 1,000,000 btu = 1055 MJ 
MWh – Megawatt-hour 
PURPA – Public Utilities Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 
SCE – Southern California Edison (the local utility provider) 
Therm - 100,000 btu = 105.5 MJ  
TOU-8 – “time of use” electric rate structure for SCE 
RT - refrigeration ton= 12,000 btu/hr = 3.52 kW  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Microturbine generators have been available for purchase 
and installation for several years.  They can provide local 
electric power to either support a grid connect operation for 
enhanced reliability as well as some economic benefit by 
offsetting power purchases from the local utility.  Alternately, 
microturbines can provide stand alone power for grid isolated 
operations.  In either case, microturbines can provide this power 
with relatively easy and rapid installation and relatively simple 1 Copyright © 2005 by ASME 
se: http://www.asme.org/about-asme/terms-of-use
Domaintenance.  However, as a result of their simplistic design (to 
both enhance reliability and reduce capital costs), microturbines 
alone have demonstrated lower overall efficiencies than the 
larger scale turbines which adversely effects the economic 
benefits of their operation.  Certainly one way to improve the 
economics of operation is through co-generation. 
 
Co-generation, that is the capture and use of the waste 
exhaust heat, is widely incorporated in turbines.  The gas 
turbine exhaust is generally high temperature, high volumetric 
flow, and low moisture content resulting in a high quality waste 
heat.  Passing the hot exhaust through a heat exchanger can 
produce high temperature air, water or steam for a specific 
process need. 
 
For microturbines, their inherently low electric power 
efficiency makes the implementation of co-generation all the 
more desirable.  However, the use of microturbine waste heat in 
co-generation applications is a bit more problematic.  First, the 
quality of the exhaust heat is lower than full size turbines.  To 
improve the turbine’s fuel-to-electricity efficiency, microturbines 
generally incorporate integral recuperators to recover and 
preheat in the comb ustion air.  Hence, compared to full size 
turbines, the exhaust temperature is generally lower (< 315 C).  
Second, the successful implementation of co-generation with 
microturbines is  predicated on identifying a suitable load.  
Generation of hot water and/or steam from the exhaust of a 
microturbine is relatively simple through the use of a heat 
exchanger or heat recovery steam generator.  However, even a 
60 kW microturbine generator will produce approx 120 kW of 
recoverable waste heat.  Unless there is a continuous process 
need for even this relatively small amount of waste heat, much 
will be wasted in exhaust.  There is only a finite amount of space 
heating, water heating, and/or swimming pool heating that can 
be addressed, especially in Southern California (other climes can 
mandate different HVAC demands and skew the value of space 
and water heating). 
 
One area that does promise a near continuous load in 
Southern California and many other parts of the world is HVAC 
cooling.  Integration of co-generation absorption chillers on the 
exhaust of large turbines has been accomplished and 
demonstrated for quite some time.  Integration of an absorption 
chiller with a microturbine(s) has been less pervasive.  Some of 
the reasons for this are: 
• Cost of the absorption chiller 
• Lower temperature/quality of waste heat in the 
exhaust. 
• Poor match of chiller sizes for available turbine(s) 
and building needs  
Despite these issues, successful implementation of a 
microturbine/absorption chiller system promises the economic 
benefits and payback that high overall system efficiency can 
provide and should open the opportunities to wider acceptance  
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integrated microturbine absorption chiller systems is 
continuing.  UTC Power is offering their Pure Comfort 240 
system combining an array of four 60 kW Capstone turbines 
with a direct exhaust driven double effect lithium bromide 
absorption chiller that provides a nominal 110 refrigeration tons 
of cooling.  UTC Power has also introduced larger systems with 
more turbines and higher cooling capacities.   
 
The application described in this paper did not lend itself 
well to the UTC Pure Comfort 240 system (the only size system 
available at the time of the system design described herein).  
Rather, a different approach was taken to integrate a 
commercially available absorption chiller and heat exchangers 
with an existing array of microturbines to provide a robust, 
flexible, system to meet the facility demands. 
 
FACILITY DESCIPTION 
The Eastern Municipal Water District  provides water and 
sewage treatment services for a region of Riverside County, CA 
including Hemet, Perris, Moreno Valley and Temecula.  Their 
headquarters is located in Perris, CA.  The 150,000 sq-ft (7000 
sq-meter) headquarters facility currently utilizes a chilled water 
loop for their air conditioning needs.  Three electric driven 
chillers of 120, 135, and 240 refrigeration tons (RT) are plumbed 
in parallel with each other and provide the needed cooling 
needs throughout the year.  The cooling needs vary widely 
throughout the year (average January high temperature is 
approx 18 C while average July/August high temperature is 98 F 
and the temps can reach 110 F) but even in winter, the daily 
cooling need peaks at approx 150 RT.  As such, to meet the 
demand, the 120 RT unit is fully loaded and the 135 RT unit is 
partially loaded resulting in less than optimal efficiency.  In 
addition, the 120 RT unit is  an older less efficient design 
(currently operating with COP˜2.1) and was slated for 
replacement in the near future.  The goal for a new chiller would 
be one sized for 150 RT to meet the general base load of the 
facility throughout the year. 
 
EMWD headquarters currently has four, Capstone C60 
microturbines installed on site, commissioned in April 2003, each 
with approx 11,000 operating hours as of the end of Oct 2004.  
The turbines were received as a grant from the South Coast Air 
Quality Management District as part of a broader microturbine 
distribution program initiated in the summer of 2001.  The 
microturbines are grid connected and provide electric power to 
offset that purchased from SCE.  Currently two of the turbines 
are connected to a Unifin MG2-C heat exchanger to augment the 
facilities domestic hot water needs.   
 
With the need to replace the existing 120 RT electric chiller 
in the near future and with the four C60 microturbines in place, 
in the summer of 2003, EMWD embarked on a feasibility study 
to assess if an absorption chiller driven wholly or partially by 2 Copyright © 2005 by ASME 
se: http://www.asme.org/about-asme/terms-of-use





The feasibility study was to consider the following issues: 
1. System must be reliable, robust, and low 
maintenance. 
2. Must provide 150 RT nominal maximum output. 
3. Should provide reliable refrigeration turndown to 
50% output.  
4. If necessary, additional co-firing with natural gas 
flame and/or additional turbines could be 
implemented and evaluated. 
5. Turbines cannot back feed power to the grid 
beyond the site’s utility meter. 
The last consideration provided some unusual constraints.  
While the microturbine/absorption chiller system constitutes a 
co-generation facility and readily achieves the PURPA co-
generation standard of 42.5% efficiency for a qualified facility, 
SCE does not consider the proposed system a qualified facility 
since the level of power generated is outside of their defined QF 
threshold limits (generation > 1MW to qualify).  As such, the 
facility is not permitted to feed power onto the grid.   
 
By the very nature of the microturbine/absorption chiller 
co-generation system, the electric load of the existing 120 RT 
electric chiller (nominally 200 kW at full load) will be eliminated 
from the facility’s electric demand.  While the current facility has 
more electric demand than microturbine output, a co-generation 
system that reduces the facility demand by 200 kW must be 
watchful of and adjust turbine output to insure no net power 
feed back to the grid.  However, reductions in turbine output will 
reduce exhaust heat and the absorption chiller output which in 
turn may necessitate starting an electric chiller to meet the 
marginal demand.  The inter-related parameters of turbine 
electric output, exhaust heat generation, chiller output, auxiliary 
chilled water demand supplementation by and electric chiller, 
and the constraint to not back feed to the grid posed an 
challenge to design and analyze a system. 
 
ABSORPTION CHILLERS 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a treatise on 
absorption chillers (refer to ref 1 for a detailed discussion).  
Suffice it to say that for HVAC systems, absorption chiller 
systems  utilizing lithium bromide-water as the working solution 
are typically chosen owing to their operating temperatures 
closely matching the typical HVAC needs (ref 1).  Currently, 
there are two general configurations of absorption chiller, single 
effect and double effect.  Single effect systems are lower 
efficiency (COP˜0.7) but are capable of operating with lower 
temperature heat sources , as low as 88 C.  Double effect 
systems are higher efficiency (COP˜1.1) but require significantly 
higher temperature energy sources (>260 C).  
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Generally, absorption chillers are considered direct fired or 
indirect fired.  Direct fires, as the name implies, utilizes the 
combustion of fuel directly within the unit itself to provide the 
motive energy for the process.  For indirect fired systems, heat 
energy is imported to the unit in the form of either hot water or 
steam from an external source.  The indirect fired units are 
traditionally utilized in a co-generation system in which the hot 
water or steam is generated through either a gas to liquid heat 
exchanger or heat recovery steam generator.  Note that with the 
exception of the UTC Power Pure Comfort System and the 
proprietary design for the integral heat exchanger, no known 
commercially available absorption chiller is suitable for direct 
firing by the exhaust gas from the microturbines.  
 
In consideration of the low maintenance criterion, a steam 
fired system was eliminated.  A double effect high pressure hot 
water system is viable.  However, concerns about both the 
safety of a high pressure, high temperature water system and 
the size required for a heat exchanger to provide the necessary 
high water temperature from the relatively low temperature 
turbine exhaust eliminated the use of a double effect absorption 
chiller.  Hence the absorption chiller of choice for the system 
design and evaluation was a single effect, indirect fired, hot 
water absorption chiller.  For modeling purposes, a COP = 0.7 
was assumed, typical of single effect systems. 
 
TURBINE PERFORMANCE 
The chiller system will be based around the use of 
Capstone C60 turbines.  Turbine performance in general and 
microturbine performance in particular is sensitive to ambient 
conditions.  Specifically, the turbine power output decreases 
and the heat rate increases as the operating temperature and 
elevation increase relative to the rated ISO conditions.    Hence 
these factors must be considered in the modeling.   Capstone 
provides tabular data for the anticipated turbine performance 
(ref 2).  However, the actual performance of “aged” C60s is 
poorer than published data. The performance data utilized in 
this analysis , shown in Figure 1, was based upon measured 
parameters from several similar age 60 kW microturbines.   




































Figure 1: Measured C60 Performance vs. Ambient 




Given the need to not export electric power to the grid, it is 
critical to understand the electric consumption of the facility.  A 
summary of the hourly electric consumption gleaned from two 
typical days each month for the preceding year was compiled 
from electric company records.  The load profile, shown in 
Figure 2, provides a baseline consumption schedule and 
included the power consumed by the existing 120 RT electric 
chiller.  With the installation of the absorption chiller, the 
existing 120 RT electric chiller will be eliminated and with it the 
corresponding electric load.  Hence the historic baseline values 
must be adjusted (reduced) by a value corresponding to the 
energy consumption of the chiller as shown in Figure 3. 
 
To make an assessment of the daily and yearly 
consumption of power by the existing 120 RT electric chiller, the 
refrigeration load schedule for the chiller was assessed.  
However, lacking a dedicated electric meter for the chiller, a load 
schedule was predicted based upon: 
• The knowledge that the building minimum cooling 
load is 20 RT on a winter night (note that the 
headquarters conducts limited operational 
24/7/365). 
• That the maximum load of 120 RT  is achieved at 
ambient temperatures of approx 24 C. 
• That the load is directly related to the ambient 
temperature and increases linearly between 
maximum and minimum load levels. 
 
With these assumptions, a refrigeration load profile was 
















Base Electric Load Profile
 
Figure 2: Baseline Electric Load 




















Figure 3: Revised Electric Load Profile  






















Figure 4: Refrigeration Load Profile  





The absorption chiller does not provide the same level of 
turndown as an electric chiller.  Vendors surveyed suggested 
that their units could operate at output levels of between 10% 
and 50% of the full load chilling capacity.  For the analysis, a 
minimum turndown of 30% of full load is assumed.  If the 
cooling load drops below this level, it is presumed that the 
absorption chiller cannot provide sufficient turndown to minimal 
load and essentially shuts down.  For the sake of the analysis, 
cooling loads less than the lower limit of the absorption chiller is  
covered by the operation of the existing 135 RT electric chillers 
(newer more efficient model, COP =3.4). 
 
INTEGRATION OF MICROTURBINES AND CHILLER 
Four C60 microturbines already exist at the site.  To provide 
150 tons of cooling at a COP = 0.7, the hot water single effect 
chiller requires a 2.57 MMBtu/hr (753 kW) of hot water at 
approximately 93 C inlet temp.  Allowing for inefficiencies in the 
exhaust gas to liquid heat exchanger and the ducting 
connecting the turbine array with the heat exchanger, the 
cumulative exhaust heat from the turbines must be a minimum of 
10% greater than this or 2.82 MMBtu/hr (828 kW).   4 Copyright © 2005 by ASME 
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DownThe exhaust gas temperature for the C60 microturbine is 
documented in Capstone literature (ref 2).  However, measured 
exhaust temperatures do not agree with the literature values and 
are typically 288 C at full load at approx 21 C ambient 
temperature.  At the heat recovery end of the system, a 
departure temperature of 8 C is reasonable for a waste heat 
recovery system.  Hence, the turbines must provide 2.82 
MMBtu/hr (828 kW) of heat to the heat exchanger with an inlet 
exhaust temperature of 288 C and an exit temperature of 101 C 
(93 C for water + 8 C departure temp = 101C). 
  
A C60 turbine has approx 400,000 Btu/hr (117 kW) of useful 
heat in the exhaust at full load (actual heat varies depending 
upon ambient conditions) (ref 2).  Hence, the four turbines on 
site will provide 1.6 MMBtu/hr (468 kW) or 57% of the required 
heat.  To make up for the shortfall, two possibilities exist: 
 
• Install an auxiliary burner (either a duct burner or a 
conventional burner on the heat exchanger) to 
increase the heat content of the exhaust.  
• Install more turbines to obtain more exhaust heat.   
 
For the first scenario, the benefit of the auxiliary burner is 
added flexibility of the chiller system to alter the cooling output 
independent of the microturbine operation.  Additionally, there 
would be an additional margin between facility’s power demand 
and the turbine power output, allying the fear of net power 
export.  The downside of the first scenario is the added cost of 
the natural gas needed to fire the auxiliary burner.  Both of these 
scenarios will be investigated.  For the second scenario, the 
added electric power production would provide economic 
benefit especially in the peak demand periods when both 
electric power costs are highest and cooling load is highest.  
However, power production cannot exceed facility demand (i.e. 
no net exporting of power) so the full benefit of the added 
turbines may not be fully realized.   
 
ECONOMIC AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
To understand the benefits of the two operating scenarios, 
a full year of operation was modeled based upon the historical 
power consumption with a reduction consistent with the 
removal of the existing 120 RT electric chiller, an estimated 
refrigeration load, and with the prevailing utility rates.  The 
EMWD headquarters is on SCE Rate TOU-8.  Gas rates are more 
difficult to specify as the facility has a non-core rate that varies 
with market demands.  For the analyses, a nominal rate of 
$6.10/MMBtu was utilized, representing the aggregate cost for 
the previous 12 month period at the time of the study.  Owing to 
the volatility of natural gas prices, the results and conclusions 
of this analysis may vary depending upon the prevailing rates. 
The results of the performance and cost modeling are 
shown in Tables 1 and 2 representing the two operating 
scenarios.  The baseline cost for the facility based upon the 
historic power consumption and inclusive of the existing 120  
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actual billings.  For each scenario, any additional power required 
to meet the electric demand not satisfied by microturbine output 
or the electric power required to operate an electric chiller when 
the refrigeration demand is less than the lower operating limit of 
the absorption chiller is summarized as is the cost of the power 
(accounting for the TOU-8 rate structure).  Each scenario also 
presents  the required natural gas to operate the turbine and for 
scenario 1, the gas needed for the auxiliary burner to meet the 
absorption chiller load profile.  Finally, each scenario lists the 
expected capacity factor for the electric power produced.  That 
is, on average, how much of the available power generation is 
actually utilized keeping in consideration the need for no net 
export of power to the grid. 
    
For scenario 1 (existing 4 microturbines + auxiliary burner), 
the utilization of the microturbine electric power output is nearly 
100%.  Hence the microturbines are providing nearly the 
maximum power they can.  Further, this operation minimizes the 
cost of the power with respect to the capital cost of equipment 
as well as eliminates the concerns about net export of power; 
overall a very efficient operation.  However, the four 60 kW 
microturbines are not adequate to provide the necessary heat 
output for the absorption chiller to operate at its full load 
capacity (recall that the UTC PureComfort system, utilizing 
direct exhaust firing of four 60 kW units into a double effect 
chiller can only provide 110 tons of cooling).  The shortfall in 
the exhaust heat output requires significant co-firing of the 
auxiliary burner to supply enough heat to the absorption chiller 
so as  to provide the desired chilling.  The cost of the gas for the 
auxiliary burner cut into the savings and does not provide any 
other “useful” work.  This scenario results in an annual overall 
system efficiency (total beneficial energy in the form of electric 
power + chilled water / total energy consumed by both turbines 
and auxiliary burner) of 42.7%.  More importantly the payback 
period is between 5 and 6 years.   
  
For scenario 2, (4 existing microturbines + 4 additional 
microturbines), the utilization of the microturbine electric power 
output is reduced to only 63% owing to the need to reduce 
power generation to insure no net power export to the grid.  
While seemingly inefficient, this over capacity does provide the 
distinct advantage of system redundancy (i.e. robustness) 
desired by EMWD.  One turbine could be out of service and the 
system could still provide most of the electric demand and all of 
the chilling demand.  Also, the ability of the microturbine array 
to both stage operation and turndown individual unit power 
production combined with the absorption chiller’s wide 
operating turndown permits the net power output from the 
turbines to match the facility electric demands without exporting 
power and still provide enough exhaust heat to drive the 
absorption chiller meet the desired facility demand.  It is only 
during the low cooling demand periods (at night during the 
winter months) that are less than the lower limit capacity of the 5 Copyright © 2005 by ASME 
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absorption chiller that electric power must be purchased to drive 
one of the remaining electric chillers to meet the demand (Note 
that is  true for scenario 1 too).  Since much of the facilities base 
load cooling needs are met with the exhaust driven absorption 
chiller, the overall efficiency is quite high, as high as 61% during 
the summer months and results in an annual overall system 
efficiency of 54.5%.  Despite the greater capital cost as 
compared with scenario 1, the savings in energy costs results in 




While the scenario utilizing the existing four microturbines 
plus the integration of an auxiliary burner offers some distinct 
operational advantages (flexibility, lower cost for facilities 
improvements), the reduced annual savings, lower efficiency, 
and marginally lower estimated installed capital costs do not 
make this scenario attractive.  The EMWD has opted to pursue 
the expansion of their existing array of four microturbines with 
another set of four turbines 60 kW units.  The resulting system, 
while costing more up front, will provide flexibility in electric 
power dispatch and redundancy.  The estimated annual overall 
efficiency and annual savings offsets the increased upfront 
capital costs ad provides an acceptable payback period.   
As of this writing, a “request for proposal” for the system 
installation has been closed and the bids being reviewed.  The 
costs submitted are in line with the estimates incorporated in the 
model, thereby confirming the estimated payback periods. 
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 Base Scenario 1 
 MWh $ Cap Factor MWh (1) $ NG [therms] $ eff 
Jan 277.3 $26,222.38 95.89% 36.50 $4,749.82 26,632 $16,425.96 40.05% 
Feb 281.2 $26,339.15 98.72% 36.55 $4,385.12 27,153 $16,735.55 40.17% 
Mar 278.6 $26,031.63 97.13% 37.53 $4,557.24 26,862 $16,561.98 40.11% 
Apr 299.7 $28,642.39 94.46% 53.29 $6,439.42 27,597 $16,999.25 40.69% 
May 323.8 $30,788.73 93.63% 62.73 $7,313.69 28,854 $17,746.43 48.25% 
Jun (2) 356.4 $62,790.54 92.63% 91.76 $23,901.58 30,582 $18,774.25 45.02% 
Jul (2) 396.3 $71,156.89 94.72% 134.40 $35,633.24 32,094 $19,673.53 43.05% 
Aug (2) 378.9 $68,423.26 92.43% 116.00 $30,344.58 31,819 $19,509.46 42.22% 
Sep(2) 333.9 $57,157.83 91.90% 74.85 $19,079.75 30,390 $18,660.16 44.77% 
Oct 313.7 $29,856.19 92.89% 56.13 $6,670.20 27,830 $17,138.21 48.01% 
Nov 285.8 $27,494.90 92.71% 41.71 $5,438.83 27,300 $16,822.52 40.41% 
Dec 275.6 $25,374.78 96.33% 35.05 $3,994.28 26,812 $16,532.37 39.62% 
Annual  $480,278.65 94.45% 776.50 $152,507.75 343,926 $211,579.66 42.70% 
Savings   Approx $116,200 / year 
Install   Approx $650,000 
Payback   5.6 years simple payback 
(1) Electric energy to meet MTG generation short fall + power to meet refrigeration demand that is less than min. chiller operation 
(2)  Jun – Sept are SCE TOU-8 “summer peak” rate months 
 
Table 1: Cost and Performance Analysis: Four, C60 Microturbines + Auxiliary Burner  
 
 
 Base Scenario 2 
 MWh $ Cap. Factor MWh (1) $ NG [therms] $ eff 
Jan 277.3 $26,222.38 56.64% 6.35 $710.08 26,315 $16,237.21 46.95% 
Feb 281.2 $26,339.15 58.14% 6.35 $710.08 27,026 $16,659.90 46.83% 
Mar 278.6 $26,031.63 57.74% 6.35 $710.08 26,850 $16,555.58 47.04% 
Apr 299.7 $28,642.39 61.18% 7.45 $803.68 28,477 $17,522.57 49.82% 
May 323.8 $30,788.73 65.61% 0 $0 30,536 $18,747.12 60.17% 
Jun* 356.4 $62,790.54 68.57% 14.69 $5,931.39 31,839 $19,522.03 61.55% 
Jul* 396.3 $71,156.89 72.18% 44.60 $14,836.68 33,464 $20,487.84 60.80% 
Aug* 378.9 $68,423.26 70.10% 35.89 $12,823.42 32,499 $19,914.40 61.11% 
Sep* 333.9 $57,157.83 66.99% 5.64 $2,455.51 31,080 $19,070.52 61.45% 
Oct 313.7 $29,856.19 64.07% 0 $0 29,778 $18,296.22 60.09% 
Nov 285.8 $27,494.90 56.58% 7.45 $803.68 26,334 $16248.78 50.50% 
Dec 275.6 $25,374.78 56.58% 6.35 $710.08 26,304 $16,231.03 47.68% 
Annual  $480,278.65 62.86% 141.12 $40,494.70 350507 $215,493.19 54.50% 
Savings   Approx $224,000 / year 
Install   Approx $850,000 
Payback   3.8 years simple payback 
(1) Electric energy to meet MTG generation short fall + power to meet refrigeration demand that is less than min. chiller operation 
(2)  Jun – Sept are SCE TOU-8 “summer peak” rate months 
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